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Laser Bending
The aim of this work is to develop an efficient method for computing pulsed laser ben
During pulsed laser bending, thousands of laser pulses are irradiated onto the ta
Simulations of the thermomechanical effect and bending resulted from all the laser p
would exceed the current computational capability. The method developed in this
requires only several laser pulses to be calculated. Therefore, the computation tim
greatly reduced. Using the new method, it is also possible to increase the domain s
calculation and to choose dense meshes to obtain more accurate results. The new m
is used to calculate pulsed laser bending of a thin stainless-steel plate. Results calc
for a domain with a reduced size are in good agreement with those obtained by comp
all the laser pulses. In addition, experiments of pulsed laser bending are performed
found that experimental data and computational results are consistent.
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1 Introduction

Laser bending or laser forming is a newly developed, flexi
technique which modifies the curvature of sheet metal or h
material using energy of a laser. The schematic of a laser ben
process is shown in Fig. 1. The target is irradiated by a focu
laser beam passing across the target surface with a certain
ning speed. After laser heating, permanent bending is resu
with the bending direction toward the laser beam~the positive
z-direction shown in Fig. 1!. Laser bending has been explained
the thermoelastoplastic theory~@1–4#!. During the heating period
irradiation of the laser beam produces a sharp temperature g
ent in the thickness direction, causing the upper layers of
heated material to expand more than the lower layers. This n
uniform thermal expansion causes the target to bend away f
the laser beam. In the meantime, compressive stress and stra
produced by the bulk constraint of the surrounding materials.
cause of the high temperature achieved, plastic deformations
cur. During cooling, heat flows into the adjacent area and
stress changes from compressive to tensile due to thermal sh
age. However, the compressive strain generated during heati
not completely cancelled. Therefore, the residual strain in
laser-irradiated area is compressive after the target cools, cau
a permanent bending deformation toward the laser beam.

A large amount of experimental and numerical work has b
conducted to study CW~continuous wave! laser bending of shee
metals ~@5–10#!. Applications of laser bending include formin
complex shapes and straightening automobile body shells. L
bending is also being used for high-precision curvature modifi
tion during hard disk manufacturing, in which low energy puls
lasers are used~@4#!. Chen et al.@11# studied bending by a line
shape pulsed laser beam using a two-dimensional finite elem
model. Since the laser beam intensity they used was unif
across the target surface~along they-direction shown in Fig. 1!,
the effect of bending was calculated using a two-dimensional h
transfer model and a plane-strain model, and the calculation
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greatly simplified. Relations between bending angles and pu
laser parameters were determined by both computational and
perimental methods.

Little work has been done on pulsed laser bending usin
three-dimensional model. In a common pulsed laser bending
eration such as the one used for curvature adjustment in hard
manufacturing, thermal and thermomechanical phenomena
volved are three-dimensional. Laser pulses with Gaussian in
sity distributions and high repetition rates are irradiated along
scanning line, as shown in Fig. 2. The main difficulty for sim
lating pulsed laser bending is that thousands of laser pulses a
the laser scanning direction need to be calculated. For examp
a scanning speed of 10 mm/s and a pulse repetition rate of 10
there will be a total of 2000 pulses irradiated on a 2-mm w
target. Also, the numbers of nodes and elements in a th
dimensional model are much more than that in a two-dimensio
model. Direct simulations of any actual pulsed laser bending p
cess are impractical in terms of both the computation time and
computer resource.

In this paper, an efficient calculation method is developed
simulate pulsed laser bending. Instead of calculating bending
sulted from all the laser pulses, bending due to a fraction of
total laser pulses is computed. Then, the calculated strain di
bution at a cross section perpendicular to the scanning directio
imposed onto the whole target as an initial condition to calcul
bending. A computational algorithm is developed. The accurac
this method is verified by both numerical calculations and exp
mental measurements.

2 Numerical Procedure

2.1 Calculation of Deformations From the Strain Field
In most pulsed laser bending processes, constant stress and
fields along the laser scanning direction are obtained. Althoug
single laser pulse generates nonuniform stress and strain dist
tions, in practice, laser pulses with same pulse energy, sepa
by a very small distance compared with the laser beam radius
used. Thus, the laser-induced stress and strain vary little along
scanning direction. With this in mind, it is only necessary to c
culate several laser pulses until the stress and strain fields in ax-z
cross-sectional area are not changed by a new laser pulse. T
the residual strain field in this cross section can be imposed o
the whole domain to calculate the deformation~bending!. In other
words, a strain field$« r%, which can be used to calculate displac
ments of the target after pulsed laser scanning, is generate
calculating only a fraction of the total pulses.
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Before discussing the method of calculating displaceme
from a strain field, it is worth mentioning that the residual stre
field couldn’t be used to calculate displacements. The reaso
that displacements are dependent not only on the stress but al
the load path when the plastic strain is involved. Different d
placements will result from different load paths; even the resid
stress fields are the same. On the other hand, there is a one-t
correspondence between the strain and displacement fields. T
fore, the displacement field of the target can be completely de
mined by the strain field.

The finite element solver, ABAQUS~HKS, Inc., Pawtucket, RI!
is used for the numerical calculation. In ABAQUS, only the stre
field can be used as an initial condition for computation. The
fore, an initial stress field, which can produce the strain field eq
to the laser produced strain field$« r%, needs to be obtained firs
The method for calculating this stress field is described below

Consider an undeformed domain without any external forc
but with an initial stress field$s i%. In order to satisfy force equi-
librium, this initial stress should relax completely. For stress
laxation, the stress field in the domain can be written by

$s%5$s i%1@E#$«% (1)

where@E# is the matrix of elastic stiffness,$«% is the strain field
due to stress relaxation, and$s% is the stress field. After stres
relaxation,$s%→$0%. The strain field can be obtained by

$«%52$s i%/@E#. (2)

Fig. 2 Irradiation of laser pules on the target surface. The la-
ser scans in the positive y -direction.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the laser bending process. The laser
beam scans along a line in the y -direction, causing residual
stress and strain in the laser irradiated area and permanent
bending.
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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This equation determines the relationship between an initial st
field and the resulted strain field after stress relaxation. It can
seen that, if an initial stress field$s i%52@E#$« r% is used in the
stress relaxation calculation, the resulted strain field will be id
tical to the strain field$« r%.

Therefore, in a brief summary, the computation starts with c
culating a strain field$« r% from several pulses and impose th
strain field to the entire domain. Then a stress field$s i% is ob-
tained by computing2@E#$« r%. This stress field is applied to a
undeformed domain followed by a stress relaxation calculati
This calculation yields both the strain$« r% as well as the displace
ment ~bending!.

To verify this simulation method and use it to compute t
pulsed laser bending process, a three-dimensional model is
and simulations of pulsed laser bending are conducted. In the
case, a full-hard 301 stainless steel sample that is 400mm long,
120 mm wide, and 100mm thick is irradiated by a pulsed lase
The scanning speed of the laser beam is set to be 195 m
resulting in a total of fourteen pulses along the scanning line;
a 9mm step size between two adjacent laser pulses. Although
domain size used here is smaller than many of those use
practice, the reduced domain size makes it possible to calcu
the temperature, stress, and strain distributions produced by a
14 laser pulses. On the other hand, to test the new calcula
method, the strain distribution in thex-z cross section aty
560mm after eight laser pulses is imposed onto the whole
main, and the procedures outlined above are used to comput
deformation caused by all the pulses. Results from the two
proaches are then compared. In the second case, a full-hard
stainless steel sample that is 8 mm long, 1.2 mm wide, and
mm thick is irradiated by a pulsed laser. The laser scanning sp
is also 195 mm/s, resulting in a total of 134 pulses. In this ca
only the new method is used since it is impossible to complete
computation of all the 134 pulses within a reasonable amoun
time. Experiments are conducted on samples with same dim
sions and processing parameters, and the results of experim
and simulations are compared. The laser parameters used i
simulation and the experiment are summarized in Table 1.

The computational domain and mesh for the first case
shown in Fig. 3. Only half of the target is calculated because
central plane is approximated as a symmetry plane. A dense m
is used around the laser path and then stretched away in le
and thickness directions~x and z-directions!. In the dense mesh
region, eight elements are used in thex-direction, 33 elements in
thez-direction, and 24 elements in they-direction. A total of 9944
elements are used in the mesh. The same mesh is used for th
analyses and stress-displacement calculations. The mesh tes
conducted by increasing the mesh density until the calcula
result is independent of the mesh density.

Dissipation of energy by the plastic deformation is negligib
compared with the high laser energy density during bendi
Therefore, it is assumed that the thermal and mechanical prob
are decoupled, so that the thermal analysis and the stress
strain calculation can be conducted separately.
Table 1 Pulsed laser parameters
MAY 2002, Vol. 69 Õ 255
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2.2 Thermal Analysis. The thermal analysis is based o
solving the three-dimensional heat conduction equation. The
tial condition is that the whole specimen is at the room tempe
ture ~300 K!. Since the left and right boundaries as well as t
bottom surface are far away from the laser beam, the boun
conditions at these boundaries are prescribed as the room
peratures. The laser flux is handled as a volumetric heat so
absorbed by the target. The laser intensity at the target surfa
considered as having a Gaussian distribution in bothx and
y-directions, which can be expressed as

I s~x,y,t !5I 0~ t !•expS 22
x21~y2y0!2

w2 D (3)

whereI 0(t) is the time-dependent laser intensity at the cente
the laser beam (x50;y5y0) andw is the beam radius. The tem
poral profile of the laser intensity is treated as increasing line
from zero to the maximum at 60 ns, then decreasing to zero a
end of the pulse at 120 ns. The local radiation intensityI (x,y,z,t)
within the target is calculated considering exponential attenua
and surface reflection as

I ~x,y,z,t !5~12Rf !I s~x,y,t !e2az (4)

whereRf is the optical reflectivity.a is the absorption coefficien
given by

Fig. 3 Computational mesh „x :200 mm, y :120 mm, z:100 mm…
256 Õ Vol. 69, MAY 2002
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The imaginary part of the refractive indexk of stainless steel 301
at the laser wavelength 1.064mm is unknown, andk54.5 of iron
is applied. Properties used in the calculation are considere
temperature-dependent, and are shown in Fig. 4.

Sensitivity of calculated bending with respect to optical refle
tivity has been studied~@11#!. It was found that a 10% change o
optical reflectivity value would cause a 23% difference in t
bending angle. Therefore, the uncertainty in reflectivity does
fluence calculation results significantly. In this work, the reflect
ity is measured to be 0.66, which has an uncertainty less than

The thermal analysis is carried out for laser pulse energy of
mJ, 5.4mJ, and 6.4mJ, respectively. The maximum temperatur
obtained are all lower than the melting point of steel~1650 K!.

2.3 Stress and Strain Calculation. For each laser pulse
the transient temperature field obtained from the thermal anal
is used as thermal loading, and residual stress and strain field
the previous pulse are input as initial conditions to solve
quasi-static force equilibrium equations. The material is assum
to be linearly elastic-perfectly plastic. The Von Mises yield crit
rion is used to model the onset of plasticity. The boundary con
tions are zero displacement in thex-direction and no rotations
aroundy andz-axes in the symmetry plane, and all other surfac
are stress free. Details of the equations to be solved have
described elsewhere~@10#!.

As shown in Fig. 4, material properties including density, yie
stress, and Young’s modulus are considered temperat
dependent. However, the strain rate enhancement effect is
glected because temperature-dependent data are unavailab
constant value~0.3! of Poisson’s ratio is used. Sensitivity of un
known material properties on the computational results has b
studied ~@11#!. It was found that possible errors resulting fro
extrapolating material properties at high temperatures and usi
constant Poisson’s ratio were within a few percent.
Fig. 4 Thermal and mechanical properties of full-hard 301 stainless steel
Transactions of the ASME
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3 Experimental Measurements
Experiments of bending of stainless steel are performed

verify the calculation results. The laser used in experiments
pulsed Nd:VA laser with the same operation parameters show
Table 1. Figure 5 illustrates the experimental setup for perform
pulsed laser bending as well as for measuring the bending an
The Nd:VA laser beam scans the specimen surface along
y-axis ~Fig. 1! at a speed of 195 mm/s. The scanning speed
accurately controlled by a digital scanning system and the p
step is 9mm at this speed. An He-Ne laser beam is focused at
free end of the target to measure the bending angle in
z-direction. The reflected He-Ne laser beam is received by a
sition sensitive detector~PSD! with 1-mm sensitivity in position
measurements. The accuracy of the bending angle measurem
about61.5mrad when the distance between the specimen and
PSD is set to 750 mm in the experiment. After laser scanning,
target bends toward the laser beam, causing the reflected H
laser beam to move across the PSD. The position chang
He-Ne laser beam can be converted to the bending angle o
specimen using geometrical calculations. The whole apparatu
set on a vibration-isolation table. Polished full hard 301 stainl
steel sheets are used as targets.

4 Results and Discussion
Results calculated using a reduced domain size are present

illustrate the temperature and residual strain and stress dist
tions induced by laser pulses. Bending deformations obtained
the new calculation method and by computing all laser pulses
then compared. Bending deformations resulted from different
ser pulse energy are also presented. For the second case for
a larger sample is used, the calculated bending angles using
new method are compared with the experimental data.

4.1 Results Calculated Using a Reduced Domain Siz
Temperature distributions alongx andy-directions and at differen
times are shown in Fig. 6. The laser pulse energy is 5.4mJ and the
pulse center is located aty554mm. Figure 6~a! shows the tem-
perature distribution along the scanning line~the y-direction!. It
can be seen that the maximum temperature,Tmax, is reached at the
pulse center.Tmax increases once the laser pulse is irradiated
the surface and reaches its peak value 988.1 K at 87.7 ns, and
drops slowly to 365.5 K at 2.2ms. It can be estimated that th
laser-heated region is around 30mm in radius. Figure 6~b! is the
temperature distribution along the depth direction~the
z-direction!, beginning from the upper surface of the target. T
maximum temperature is obtained at the upper surface
reaches 988.1 K att587.7 ns. The heat propagation depth

Fig. 5 Experimental setup for pulsed laser bending and for
measuring the bending angle †1–ND:VA laser, 2–shutter,
3–polarizing beam splitter, 4–mirror, 5–beam expander, 6–X&Y
scanner, 7–specimen, 8–beam splitter, 9–position-sensitive
detector, 10–lens, 11–He-Ne laser ‡
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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around 4mm at 2.2ms and the temperature gradient during he
ing period is as high as 350 K/mm. This sharp temperature grad
ent causes nonuniform plastic strains in the target and the pe
nent bending deformation after laser heating.

Residual strain«xx and stresssxx distributions along the lase
scanning path obtained from calculating all the fourteen pulses
plotted in Fig. 7~a! and Fig. 7~b!, respectively. Only the compo
nents«xx andsxx are plotted since they are more important to t
bending deformation than other components. It can be seen f
Fig. 7~a! that after four pulses, the strain field in regions about
mm behind the new laser pulse is no longer changed. In o
words, in they-direction, each pulse only affects the stress a
strain field within 15mm from its center. It is also seen that afte
the laser pulses pass the whole target width, the residual stres
strain fields of the target are independent of they-coordinate with
the exception near the two edges, which is caused by the
stress boundary conditions. The uniform stress and strain a
they-direction are consistent with the assumption used in the
culation.

Residual strain«xx and stresssxx distributions along the
x-direction at the upper surface are shown in Fig. 8~a! and Fig.
8~b!, respectively. They are obtained after eight laser pulses in
cross sectiony560mm. It can be seen from Fig. 8~a! that the
strain «xx is compressive within 15mm from the center of the
laser pulse. This agrees with the theoretical prediction that
compressive residual strain will be obtained near the cente
laser-irradiated area where the temperature is the highest an
plastic deformation occurs~@4#!. The residual strain«xx becomes
positive ~tensile strain! at locations more than 15mm away from
the center. The tensile strain in this region is due to the ten
force produced by thermal shrinkage during cooling. The to
strained region is about 30mm from the center of the laser beam
and is slightly larger than the radius of the laser beam~25 mm!. In

Fig. 6 Temperature distributions induced by the seventh
pulse „pulse energy 5.4 mJ; pulse center at yÄ54 mm… „a… along
the scanning line, „b… along the z-direction
MAY 2002, Vol. 69 Õ 257
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Fig. 8~b!, the stresssxx is tensile and its value is around 1.1 GP
in the region within 15mm from the pulse center. This larg
tensile stress cancels more than 90% of the plastic strain prod
during heating in this region. The tensile stress drops quickly
zero at about 25mm from the center of the laser beam.

The strain distribution«xx calculated from the initial stress fiel
$s i% using the new simulation method is shown in Fig. 9. T
average value of«xx obtained from the new method is23.47
31024, comparing with the value of23.4231024 calculated
from all the 14 pulses. The two strain values are in very go
agreement except at two edges. Again, the difference is cause
the free boundary conditions at the edges.

The off-plane displacementw is of prime interest since it re
flects the amount of bending. The comparison between the de
mation calculated from the initial stress$s i% and that obtained by
calculating all the pulses is shown in Fig. 10. Results at the c
sectiony560mm are plotted. It can be seen that displacementw
of the two approaches are consistent and the bending angle
almost identical. The difference between the two curves is loca
around the transition mesh region. This is because that the ele
size and the shape in the transition region are not all the same
errors are produced when the residual strain of onex-z cross
section is imposed to the whole domain. It is seen from Fig.
that a ‘‘V’’ shape surface deformation is resulted after laser sc
ning, with the valley located at around 10mm from the center of
the scanning line. The positive off-plane displacement near

Fig. 7 „a… Residual strain „«xx …, „b… residual stress „sxx … dis-
tributions along the scanning line induced by each laser pulse
„pulse energy 5.4 mJ; scanning speed 195 mm Õs…
258 Õ Vol. 69, MAY 2002
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center of the scanning line is produced by thermal expans
along the positivez-direction because of the free-surface bounda
condition.

Figure 11 shows the off-plane displacementw of the central
point on the free edge of the surface (x5200mm,y560mm,z
5100mm) produced after each laser pulse with pulse energy
4.4 mJ, 5.4mJ, and 6.4mJ, respectively. As expected, laser puls
with high energy produce more bending. It is also seen thaw
increases almost linearly with the number of pulses for all
three cases.

4.2 Comparison Between Experimental and Numerical
Results. Bending angles obtained experimentally are compa
with calculated values as shown in Fig. 12. Laser energy of
mJ, 5.4mJ, and 6.4mJ is used in the experiment. On the oth
hand, calculations are carried out using the new method, in wh
the strain distribution obtained after eight laser pulses is impo
onto the entire computation domain. The size of the computa
domain is 0.2 mm31.2 mm30.1 mm, which is identical to the
sample size used in the experiment in they andz-directions. Using
a smaller size in thex-direction does not affect the computatio
results, since regions atx greater than 0.2 mm undergo a rigi
rotation only. From the figure, it is seen that the experimen
results agree with the calculated values within the experime
uncertainty. Both the experiment and simulation show the bend
angle increases almost linearly with the pulse energy.

The agreements between the results of two numerical meth
and between the experimental and numerical results show tha

Fig. 8 „a… Residual strain „«xx …, „b… residual stress „sxx … dis-
tributions along the x -direction „yÄ60 mm and zÄ0 mm… after
eight pulses
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 9 Residual strain «xx along the scanning line on the top
surface obtained by calculating all the 14 pulses and by using
the new method „pulse energy 5.4 mJ; scanning speed 195
mm Õs…

Fig. 10 Displacement w along the x -direction „yÄ60 mm and
zÄ0 mm… obtained by calculating all the laser pulses and by
using the new method „pulse energy 5.4 mJ; scanning speed
195 mm Õs…

Fig. 11 Calculated displacement w at the free edge after each
laser pulse as a function of laser energy
Journal of Applied Mechanics
newly developed method is indeed capable of computing pu
laser bending. As indicated previously, the advantage of the
method is that the computation time is greatly reduced. For e
laser pulse in the first case, about two hours are needed for
temperature calculation and four hours for the stress calcula
using an 800 MHz Dell PC Workstation. It takes about 84 hours
obtain the bending deformation resulted from all the 14 puls
and 50 hours when the new method is used. On the other hand
the second case, it would have taken more than 10,000 hou
obtain the bending deformation if all the pulses were to be ca
lated. Using the new method, it only takes about 100 hours
complete the calculation. Thus, even for a sample as small
few mm in size, bending can only be calculated with the use of
new method.

One concern of using the new method for calculating puls
laser bending is when the laser beam scans the surface at a
high speed, thus the pulse step-size becomes large enoug
cause nonuniform stress and strain along the scanning line. H
ever, if the laser-induced stress and strain distribution is perio
i.e., produced by high-speed scanning of the laser beam with
stant energy per pulse, this method still works. The strain dis
bution within a period along they-direction can be imposed to th
whole domain, and the remaining steps follow those descri
previously in Section 2.1.

5 Conclusion
A new efficient method for computing pulsed laser bending

developed. The total computation time is greatly reduced and
sults are found to agree with those obtained using a conventi
computation method. Experimental studies are also carried ou
verify the simulation results. It is found that the calculated resu
agree with the experimental values. For most pulsed laser ben
processes, the newly developed method is the only possible
to compute bending within a reasonable amount of time.
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